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MAD Winter Show Cancelled

We are sorry to report that we have canceled any attempt to have a Winter show this year. We

were just not able to put a cast together for

thanks to Stephen Yednock for stepping up after we could not get the rights for

trying as hard as he did to get a cast so we could have a show.

of those who did come out to audit

go forward.

Call for MAD Fall Show Directors

MAD is seeking director/show package submissions for its 2013 Fall Show. If you are directing

our Fall dinner theater show, now is the time to think a

direct. Director candidates may submit any number of shows, with a suggested maximum of

five shows. Each show submission will be treated as a separate submission, so each show

package may include different proposed art

remember that the Fall show is designed to be a large cast musical with a variety of

opportunities in acting, music and dance for a variety of MAD members.

Your submission for each show should include the sho

version you would like to direct, if more there is more than one version; the director’s name

and resume; any proposed staff for the show, including producer, choreographer, music and/or

vocal director, technical director and any other identified staff; and a brief description of your

vision for the show. The description should be 2

make this show work for the MAD membership and audience. Examples of things to include

are: a brief synopsis, show demographics, types of dance, flexibility in casting, general ideas on

the set or technical issues, dealing with dated material, or other approaches which you think

may be important to the show selection process.

Please submit your packages to Eliot Malumuth by March 8, 2013

(eliot.malumuth@nasa.com,301-
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MAD Winter Show Cancelled

We are sorry to report that we have canceled any attempt to have a Winter show this year. We

were just not able to put a cast together for “The Male Animal.” We would like to give special

thanks to Stephen Yednock for stepping up after we could not get the rights for

trying as hard as he did to get a cast so we could have a show. We would also like to thank all

of those who did come out to audition. We are as disappointed as you are that the show cannot

Call for MAD Fall Show Directors

MAD is seeking director/show package submissions for its 2013 Fall Show. If you are directing

our Fall dinner theater show, now is the time to think about what show(s) you would like to

Director candidates may submit any number of shows, with a suggested maximum of

five shows. Each show submission will be treated as a separate submission, so each show

package may include different proposed artistic and production staff, if desired. Please

remember that the Fall show is designed to be a large cast musical with a variety of

opportunities in acting, music and dance for a variety of MAD members.

Your submission for each show should include the show name, and any specifics about which

version you would like to direct, if more there is more than one version; the director’s name

and resume; any proposed staff for the show, including producer, choreographer, music and/or

tor and any other identified staff; and a brief description of your

vision for the show. The description should be 2-4 paragraphs and describe how you would

make this show work for the MAD membership and audience. Examples of things to include

synopsis, show demographics, types of dance, flexibility in casting, general ideas on

the set or technical issues, dealing with dated material, or other approaches which you think

may be important to the show selection process.

s to Eliot Malumuth by March 8, 2013

-286-5776/301-332-7438).

446-6300

We are sorry to report that we have canceled any attempt to have a Winter show this year. We

We would like to give special

thanks to Stephen Yednock for stepping up after we could not get the rights for “Our Town” and

We would also like to thank all

ion. We are as disappointed as you are that the show cannot

MAD is seeking director/show package submissions for its 2013 Fall Show. If you are directing

bout what show(s) you would like to

Director candidates may submit any number of shows, with a suggested maximum of

five shows. Each show submission will be treated as a separate submission, so each show

istic and production staff, if desired. Please

remember that the Fall show is designed to be a large cast musical with a variety of

w name, and any specifics about which

version you would like to direct, if more there is more than one version; the director’s name

and resume; any proposed staff for the show, including producer, choreographer, music and/or

tor and any other identified staff; and a brief description of your

4 paragraphs and describe how you would

make this show work for the MAD membership and audience. Examples of things to include

synopsis, show demographics, types of dance, flexibility in casting, general ideas on

the set or technical issues, dealing with dated material, or other approaches which you think
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MAD Approved NVM’s

The following individuals were approved as NVM’s recently by the MAD Executive Council:

Kevin Buter

Eowyn Ellison

Beryl Feldman

Laura Anne Fisher

Victoria Gorska-Rabuck

Don Mitchell

Sherry Mitchell

Lelia Moors

Rachel Pino-Elliott

Charlaine Reese

Richard Richardson

Wendy Schlegel

Linda Sellner

David Solomon

Chris Wells

Matt Williams

Steve Yednock

MAD Dance Exercise Class Begins March 12, 2013

Come one, come all! Catherine Asaro will be teaching a dance exercise class on Tuesday nights

at 6:30-7:30 in the Building 3 auditorium, starting March 12, 2013. The class is free, open to

everyone, and suitable for beginners. Style is jazz/musical theatre. If you'd like an exercise

class, to brush up on your dance technique for musicals, or to learn new dance steps for the

next time you go out on the town, this class if for you. We will be learning warm-ups and

working on some dances. For those who'd like to perform, we will do one or more of the

dances we learn in the Spring MAD show. Class members don't have to be in the show unless

they wish, but all are welcome. For more information, contact the MAD Dance Coordinator,

Catherine Asaro, at asaro@sff.net.

MAD About Town

Rosalie Daelemans and Carole Long will be appearing in Second Star Productions' winter

comedy It Runs in the Family. In this fast-paced farce by Ray Cooney, Dr. David Mortimore is

preparing a possibly career-propelling speech for neurologists from far and wide. A former

nurse from the hospital arrives with the news that she gave birth to David's "love child" 18 years

ago and that child is now downstairs insisting on meeting "Dad." Chaos ensues, with plenty of

slamming doors, disguises, and tomfoolery that will keep audiences laughing out loud. The

show runs from February 22 - March 9, with performances Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at

8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Please note that the Saturday, March 9, performance will be at 3

p.m. Ticket prices are $20 for general admission and $17 for seniors (60+) and full-time

students; prepaid group discounts are available. To reserve tickets, call 410-757-5700 or

301-832-4819; to purchase tickets online, go to www.2ndStarProductions.com and click on

"Buy Tickets Online." (You will find this green button about halfway down on the home page.)
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Vanessa Daelemans has been cast in the ensemble of Children’s Theater of Annapolis’

production of “The Little Mermaid.” Show dates are April 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, and 21.

David Solomon can now be seen -- on demand -- on the small screen, in two ways. First, as

Captain Orton in MAD's "The King And I" DVDs that Randy Barth has produced so beautifully

and made available to us. (And in the future, as Sir Edward Ramsay when Eliot Malumuth's

closing Friday "King And I" DVDs come out.) And secondly, he's in the brand new TV series

produced exclusively for Netflix, "House Of Cards." He first appears in the foreground briefly in

the "Happy New Year" shot, early in the first episode. This shot is also in one of the trailers for

the series, the "Trailer (extended)," also watchable online on demand through Netflix. He gets

more extensive exposure (several seconds, in at least 3 shots) in the third episode, seated in a

church pew (aisle seat, 2nd row), when "Congressman Francis Underwood" (star Kevin Spacey)

enters and addresses the church congregation. The "House Of Cards" series is based on

Shakespeare's classic, Richard III, and on a popular and highly regarded British series, and

novel, both also titled "House Of Cards.” David likes to tell this funny story about the casting

and filming of the third episode. "My pickup truck got me the job. Central Casting wanted

pickup trucks to be in the church parking lot for the scene, and the digital pictures that I sent

them of my pickup truck got me in. (This was last May and June.) Eight months later the show

came out (February 1 was the release date), and I saw the scene, and saw myself at least 3

times, but it seems that my pickup truck ended up on the editing room floor, so to speak. I

don't know if my pickup truck will ever forgive me." It should be noted that "House Of Cards"

is a very adult story ("mature" language and themes, partial nudity, drugs, sexual situations),

probably not suitable for children younger than about 14 or 15.

MAD's Scott Candey, David Gardner, Elizabeth Gardner and Julia Sharapi will appear in "The Joy

Gods Return", on Saturday, March 2 and Saturday, March 9. Shows are 2pm and 7pm on each

day in the Greenbelt Community Center Greenbelt City Center. "The Joy Gods Return" is the

2013 Greenbelt Winter Youth Musical, featuring teen performers from grades 7 through 12.

The original musical, written and directed by Chris Cherry, ties together New York City after

9/11/2001 and the Great Depression as joy slowly returns to the healing city. Of dramaturgical

interest, the complicated plot includes a "show within a show within a show."

Anne and Jon Gardner will perform as "Transatlantic Crossing" on Valentine's Day, Thursday,

February 14 at The New Deal Cafe, 113 Centerway in Greenbelt. There will be a special

Valentine's dinner for $30, or order from the regular menu. Reservations are recommended,

call: (301) 474-5642. Special guest David Gardner will open at 6:00 with easy-listening jazz

and classical piano. From 7:00 to 9:00, Transatlantic Crossing will play their signature high-

energy fiddle tunes from both sides of the Atlantic, interspersed with romantic waltzes in honor

of the holiday.

It's Here! After 10+ years in the making Naked Singularity, with Maggie Masetti, Kevin

Boyce and Rob Gersten, have released their debut album, Last Call. It can be found on most of

the major music outlets including iTunes, Amazon, CDBaby and Rhapsody. Members of Naked

Singularity also have freshly minted CD's right here at Goddard so contact one of them if you

want one.


